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Abstract
During the last decade historians’ attention has been more and more attracted to emotions. Together with a lot of other scientific disciplines, the history of emotions, the way they are expressed, the typical contexts in which they occur, has been intensively discussed in connection with many other questions. In that context this chapter presents two examples, one of rebellious laughter and one of backfiring jokes that failed to hit the ritual target. In both cases the representation of an emotional reaction marks a turning point of the situation: rude jokes told by an underdog during a feast leads to his sudden death. For the victor of the conflict it was impossible to accept that kind of rebellious behaviour even though there was an obligation to allow jokes during this kind of feasts. And the audience laughing, watching Rollo rebel against king Charles the Simple by not kneeling down to kiss his foot but bringing the king’s foot up to his mouth, thereby causing the king to fall backwards, was an indication that the king would not continue to be king for very long.


Laughter in the Middle Ages?

In Umberto Eco’s novel Il nome della rosa, William of Baskerville, while investigating a series of mysterious deaths at an abbey, discovers in its library the only remaining copy of Aristotle’s Second Book of Poetics on comedy. However, the venerable Jorge, the most ancient denizen of the abbey, has poisoned the pages so that anyone who turns them will die and thus be unable to spread the book’s dangerous ideas. The traditionalist Jorge asserts that jocularity is a blasphemous sin leading to rebellion against God and starts a fire, which destroys the whole library along with the Second Book of Poetics.

When talking about the expression of emotionality, we have to distinguish between the expression of feelings in individuals and general concepts of emotions, between reality external to the text and its reflection in the text, between actual and performed emotions¹. From the broad range of emotions that are a part of human emotionality, a case of ‘laughter’² better labelled as ‘non-laughter’ will be examined, followed by an example of a backfiring joke. In each case, the joking or laughter makes the situations unique and
marks a significant turning point. A first view contrary to the title, the subject of this chapter will not be happy laughter or merry joking. But even in the dark Middle Ages there was space for jokes and laughter, and like today the expression of humour was used in very different contexts, even in the contexts of resistance and rebellion.

The trigger of laughter is not constant nor can it be explained mono-causally. The sense of humour varies in time and place, from one society to another. The sense of humour as a condition of presentation and reception is subject to historical differences. Jokes have laughter as an aim: without laughter jokes do not serve their purpose. The success of a joke depends on several different aspects: culture, situation, audience, composition, etc. They are defined by the reaction of the audience, the (return-) laughter of the addressee(s), so jokes nobody hears are not jokes. We cannot however base our analysis on the ‘success’ of the joke or the humour. Instead, we must examine the situations in which joking occurs and its purposes. This is as true for the Middle Ages as it is today, even if the sense of humour has changed.

The nature of the sources means that we only have evidence of public displays of emotionality available to us. Furthermore because most of our sources concern the nobility – especially for the Early Middle Ages – the nature of humour among the lower classes of medieval society cannot be analysed. Even in the later court society, the showing of emotions was regulated by the principle of moderation, *maize*. However, that the same paradigms for laughing and causing laughter are found in such a wide range of source materials from the Middle Ages (theological, monastic, historiographical, biographical, philosophical, literary, and artistic) shows their widespread acceptance. The context of the sources becomes central to an analysis of laughing, which, placed against the background of social and clerical conventions, is particularly informative.

Umberto Eco did that in a literal way. Two contrasting positions meet in his novel: the medieval, educated monk, represented by the conservative Jorge of Burgos, and the progressive man of science, William of Baskerville, who anticipates the Renaissance. They stand for two different attitudes toward laughter, which go back to antiquity and which competed during the Middle Ages. What Eco did in a literal way, the historian can explore not only via monastic or religious ideals, but also in courtly attitudes toward laughter.

**JOKING RULES?**

We know that Frederick I Barbarossa († 1190) visited the Pope Alexander III († 1181) in his private rooms one morning at the solemnities, celebrating the peace between Venice and the Pope. The new closeness between them, which the two long-standing deadly enemies showed and confirmed by jokes, did not threaten their mutual respect because the jokes were *ioci moderati* [moderate jokes]. However, anecdotes of jokes backfiring are found in the sources. The ideal of permanent joy, by which the
court society of the 12th century onwards defined itself, can in fact be seen as early as the 10th century, during which time *iocunditas* and *hilaritas* are expressions of the *magnanimitas* of noblemen in the early medieval period. Otto I († 973) for example was said even at the hour of his death to sit down at the table joyfully and cheerfully. However, as the teachings of the Church infiltrated the courts of the nobility so too did the disdain for laughter. The noble courts became bound by contradictions as it was recognised that unbridled joy was sinful. At the courts, *hilaritas* forms a contrast to the limiting ideal of *temperantia* to which a nobleman should aspire. In line with Aristotle’s *mesotes* a nobleman should not simply submit himself to his emotions, but must assess and react appropriately to the occasion, not only in terms of joy and laughter but also in the control of mourning and pain. An example in Wipo’s *Gesta Chuonradi* demonstrates how important the control of emotions was, when the older Conrad said to the younger Conrad at the time of the election for king: *Rebus prosperis condignum gaudium nec gravitatis modum excedit* [In prosperity, joy that does not exceed the degree of dignity]. Both men and women were required to retain their dignity.

However, if joy is absent then insufficient *clementia* is attributed to the ruler. The serious nature of Henry I of Bavaria († 955) led the chronicler Widukind († later than 973) to observe that due to his serious character those who did not know him well thought that he would be less generous and joyful (morum gravitate pollebat et ob id ab ignotis minus clemens iocundusque predicabatur). However, this was two-way traffic as the highest ranks of the Church were typically dominated by persons of noble background. For example, Ruotger reports how Archbishop Brun († 965) fulfilled official duties with affable cheerfulness and courtly dignity. He not only showed suitable joy, he often shed tears over his weaknesses. A Christian ruler had to align his behaviour with Christian values and norms. As these ideals became progressively institutionalised within courtly society, the restrictions on behaviour increased. An exemplary ruler had to fulfill the specifications of *temperantia*. For example, Louis the Pious († 840):

> *Numquam in risum exlatavit vocem suam, nec quando in summis festivitatibus ad laetitiam populi procedebant themilici, scurri et mimi cum coraulis et citharsis ad mensam coram eo, tunc ad mensuram ridebat populus coram eo, ille numquam nec dentes candidos suos in risu ostendit* [He never raised his voice to loud laughter. Even on high holidays when actors, buffoons, pipers and zither players performed at table to entertain the people, who in his presence laughed only moderately, he did not expose his teeth for laughter, in spite of the fact they were very white].

Although the 12th and 13th centuries with their travelling entertainers, minstrels, musicians and fools, are known for their courtly culture, this atmosphere of celebration already prevailed in earlier centuries. There were many early instructions from the Church to put an end to jesting and to rude laughter about lewd jokes. The Church frequently issued interdicts against the courtly culture of joy, though the frequency of
the interdicts demonstrates they were probably largely unsuccessful and that lay folk were resistant to clerical norms. Wild feasts, unrestrained celebrations, and the excessive consumption of alcohol were condemned. When Emperor Henry III († 1056) in 1043 without payment expelled the minstrels who came to his court for his wedding, he was attempting to set a Christian example for his people.

Historical sources as well as literary sources are subject to the interests and intentions of their writers. To achieve their intention, however, writers need to offer a credible representation. The veracity of the events and actions as described in the sources is not important for our discussion. What is essential is the social conditioning, specifically the regulation of emotions, emerging from these writings. At every demonstration of emotion the appropriateness of laughter was always to be taken into account. During both Antiquity and the Middle Ages the showing of joy and awkward, stupid laughter were differentiated. Malicious joy was frowned upon, but a certain cheerfulness was one of the ideals of the nobility and of clerics.

If Jokes Turn Out to Be a Failure

In his ten books of histories, Gregory of Tours (6th century) tells us amongst other things about the civil war in Tours. He describes the incident in great detail, including the peace treaties and the rituals and numerous gestures of friendship that accompanied the peace. But in a last devastating scene, Gregory reports:

> The feud between the citizens of Tours, which I above described as ended, broke out afresh with renewed fury. After the murder of the kinsfolk of Chramnesind, Sichar formed a great friendship with him; so fond of one another did they grow that often they shared each other’s meals and slept in the same bed. One evening Chramnesind made ready a supper, and invited Sichar. His friend came, and they sat down together to the feast. But Sichar, letting the wine go to his head, kept making boastful remarks against Chramnesind, and is reported at last to have said: “Sweet brother, thou owest me great thanks for the slaying of thy relations; for the [compensation] made to thee for their death hath caused gold and silver to abound in thy house. But for this cause, which established thee not a little, thou, were this day poor and destitute”. Chramnesind heard these words with bitterness of heart, and said within himself: “If I avenge not the death of my kinsmen, I deserve to lose the name of man, and to be called weak woman”. And straightway he put out the lights and cleft the head of Sichar with his dagger. The man fell and died, uttering but a faint sound as the last breath left him.

In many cases our sources tell us about feasts celebrated to settle a difference. The feast is part of the rituals to show the new established friendship between former enemies. And in Gregory’s version of the events there are several typical elements of ritual friendship preceding his description of the feast: the shared table and the shared bed. In addition, both parties assured one another of their mutual affection several times.

Everything seems perfect: the two rival parties meet in an adequate place celebrating a feast to express their new friendship in multiple ritual ways, and Sichar is designated
a “friend”, the end of a feud is celebrated [Chramnesind and Sichar “formed a great friendship”; “they shared each other’s meals and slept in the same bed”; “One evening Chramnesind made ready a supper, and invited Sichar. His friend”]. But then the friendship-meal leads directly to murder. And Gregory of Tours clearly attributes that to the crude joke, which Sichar takes the liberty to tell. Sure, jokes are an essential part of banquets and a cheerful atmosphere was vital even at the kings’ courts as described above. In a society without a monopoly on the legitimate use of physical force by state, it was necessary to find ways of controlling aggression. In a time when behaviour was carefully calibrated to keep conflict from escalating out of control, if one saw no friendly face and heard no jolly gibes, he knew that the atmosphere was hostile.

In Gregory’s story Sichar got over the habit of joking during the feast. As the underdog of the conflict he was more or less bound to frolic. By joking he was able to show publicly that he was satisfied with the new established peace and willing to forget the former hostilities. But in this special case Sichar fails to offset through jokes the disgrace of having had to pay high compensations. We do not read about any laughter. And Chramnesind, not amused and with his dignity wounded [“Chramnesind heard these words with bitterness of heart: [...] ‘If I avenge not the death of my kinsmen, I deserve to lose the name of man, and to be called weak woman’”], splits Sichar’s head. Sichar’s joke backfires in a very bad way. It seems that it was necessary to use jokes in homeopathic doses. Rebelling by bantering about someone is a dangerous game. Especially when the joker is the underdog.

The attempted resistance against a painful peace – Sichar was the looser – using the obligation to joke failed completely. The apparent compliance with the ritual and the sudden disaster clearly marks this part of the story as extremely important, they mark it as a turning point. If we presume – beside all speculations on the question “is this story true and did it happen exactly the way it was written?” – that the author knew that he had to explain why Sichar’s house is to be seen as the true looser, he constructed a perfect situation. In this situation of ritual friendship and conciliation the true nature of Sichar became visible and his rebellious attitude was displayed.

PROVOKING A MOCKING LAUGHTER

As already said, laughter plays an important part at the king’s court. Another example of rebellious emotions is presented by Dudo of Saint-Quentin in his Gesta Normannorum (written 1015-1030). In his intensively discussed report of the occurrences around the so-called Treaty of Saint Clair-sur-Epte (911) between Charles the Simple and Rollo, the leader of the Vikings, for the purpose of settling the Normans in Neustria and protecting Charles’ kingdom from any more invasions of the Vikings, Dudo tells us:

[...] So they came at the established time to the prescribed place, which is called St. Clair. However, Rollo’s army settled down on this side of the river Epte, but the army of the king and Robert on the other side. Immediately Rollo sent the archbishop to say the following words to
the king of the Franks: “Rollo cannot make peace with you, for the land which you wish to give him is untitled by the ploughshare, entirely stripped of flocks of sheep and cattle, and deprived of the presence of men. There is nothing in it whereby he might live except by rapine and booty-taking. Give him some realm where he might collect food and clothing for himself, until the land you are giving him is filled with a mass of wealth and imparts the timely fruits of victuals, men and animals. Furthermore, he will not be reconciled to you unless you have sworn by the land you are about to give, with an oath of the Christian religion, you and the archbishops and bishops, the counts and abbots of the whole realm, that he himself and his successors may occupy the land from the river Epte to the sea as their estate and as their heritable estate for eternity”. Then Robert, duke of the Franks, and the counts and bishops and abbots who were there, said to the king: “You will not keep this duke, so honourable!, unless you give him what he covets. If you do not surrender what he repeatedly demands from you for the sake of service, then at least give it to him for the sake of the worship of the Christian religion, so that so great a populace, caught in a net by diabolical deception, might be obtained for Christ. And let not the pillar of your whole realm and of the church, whose most constant advocate and king you ought to be, discharging advocating patronage in Christ’s stead, be annihilated by the assault of an inimical army”. Then the king wished to give him the Flemish land to live from but he was unwilling to accept it due to the hindrance of its extreme marshiness. And so the king pledges to give him Brittany, which bordered the land already promised.

At once, Robert and bishop Franco have reported all this to Rollo and, having given hostages on the integrity of their Christian faith, they have brought him to king Charles. Truly the Franks, admiring Rollo, attacker of all Francia, have said to one another: “That is the duke, so powerful! so valorous! so resolute and discreet! so hard-working! who has prosecuted such great battles against the counts of this realm”. Immediately, constrained by the words of the Franks, he has placed his hands in the king’s hands, something which neither his father nor his grandfather nor his great-grandfather had ever done for anyone. And so the king has given him his daughter, Gisla by name, as his wife, as well as the prescribed land from the river Epte to the sea, as a heritable estate and as an estate, and all of Brittany to live from. The bishops have said to Rollo, who is unwilling to kiss the king’s foot: “Whoever receives such a gift, ought to kiss the king’s foot”. And he: “I will never kneel before the knees of another, nor will I kiss anyone’s foot”. Thus, urged by the prayers of the Franks, he has ordered a certain warrior to kiss the king’s foot. The warrior, at once laying hold of the king’s foot, has brought it to his own mouth and has planted a kiss on it while standing upright, and has caused the king to topple backwards. And so great laughter and great uproar is occasioned among the people.

For the rest, king Charles and duke Robert and the counts and chief prelates and abbots have sworn to patrician Rollo, with an oath of the catholic faith on their life and limbs and the honour of the entire realm, that he would have and hold the designated land, and bequeath it to his heirs, and that the succession of his descendants from generation to generation would have and tend it throughout the course of all time. That completed just as was said, king Charles returned home. Robert and Franco remained with Rollo31.

In his book, based on oral tradition and written more than 100 years later, Dudo tells us a constructed story about the self-assured Viking Rollo. It is Dudo’s interest to show the founder of Normandy as a powerful man not subordinate to King Charles.
So we read about the formation of Normandy as an act of rebellion: after having “placed his hands in the king’s hands”, this describes the first part of a feudal ceremony, the act of homagium, Rollo became the vassal of the King and received Charles’ (illegitimate) daughter Giselle. A large part of the King’s land was assigned to Rollo, from now on known as Duchy of Normandy. But Rollo refused to complete the ceremony by kneeling in front of the King and kissing his foot. Even the well-meaning words of the bishops present were not able to persuade him to do that. In Dudo’s construction the self-confident Rollo sent a simple follower to kiss the King’s foot. But even he did not kneel down. No, this man took the kings foot so high that King Charles lost his balance and fell on his back.

This caused a “great laughter and great uproar [...] among the people”. The “accident” of King Charles must be interpreted as a well-intended offence against King Charles. In this way Rollo achieved a simultaneous demonstration of Norman assertiveness. That the public mocked King Charles by laughing shows that everybody understood what had happened.

In this example we see another conversion of a ritual. Again the things proceed as expected until the underdog – or in this case his delegate – turn the ritual upside down. Through this behaviour he clearly and unmistakeably expressed the Normans’ unwillingness to accept King Charles as a ruler superior to them. That this publicly staged ritual and its conversion were understood by the audience is expressed by their mocking laughter.

Two very different examples of public emotions have been presented. On the one hand Sichar failed to fulfill his ritual obligation by using a too rude joke. His attempt to rebel against his conqueror backfired and led – without any laughter at his bad joke – to his own death. On the other hand, the laughter of the audience attending the declaration of the Treaty of Saint-Clear-sur-Epte on the misfortune of King Charles and the Normans’ effrontery clearly demonstrates that everybody understood Rollo’s resistance against being subordinated.

The conversion or rather disruption of a ritual was a possible way to express a more or less hidden dissatisfaction. By first playing the correct role in the ritual and then breaking it off a very dramatic scene was produced. How dangerous this behaviour could be was obvious. In our examples both of the authors constructed these episodes quite cleverly. What in one case is marked by missing laughter, is in the other case expressed by loud and public laughter. We can be definitely sure that they would not have written an implausible story. So we have to assume that these events may have happened in the described way. Or at least, that the stories would have seemed plausible for the foreseen readers of these texts.
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Notes


2 Laughter in this chapter is of special interest as a physical display of emotion. Laughter as a bodily reaction may be spontaneous or willed but once begun it becomes difficult to control and progresses automatically through the body from clonic spasms of the diaphragm, short, intense breaths increasing to dyspnoea and spontaneous contractions of the muscular system of the face. At the same time other muscles, especially in the shoulders, relax and so become involved in the bodily tremor. The whole body becomes a resonating chamber of the voice. The lower jaw trembles and the head is thrown back with heavy laughter; the upper part of the body stretches and bends backwards a little, until exhaustion and pain in the diaphragm and the muscles of the stomach cause the body to bend forwards. The whole artery system is extended, so that the face and neck blush, compare: G.M. Martin, Zur Idee einer Theologie des Lachens, in "Una Sancta", 1997, 52, pp. 266-274, at p. 267.


4 For an explanation of how jokes work, see K. Fallend, Witz und Psychoanalyse, Internationale Sichtweisen - Sigmund Freud revisited, Innsbruck 2006.


6 G. Althoff, Demonstration und Inszenierung, Spielregeln der Kommunikation in mittelalterlicher Öffentlichkeit, in "Frühmittelalterliche Studien", 1993, 27, p. 31; M. Innes, 'He never even allowed his white teeth to be bared in laughter': the politics of humour in the Carolingian renaissance, in G. Halsall (ed.), Humour, history and politics in late antiquity and the early Middle Ages, Cambridge 2002, pp. 131-156.


Wipo, *Gesta Chuonradi II. imperatoris* cit., in H. Bresslau (ed.), *MGH, SStG i.u.s.* 60, Hannover 1935.


Wipo, *Gesta Chuonradi II. imperatoris* cit., in H. Bresslau (ed.), *MGH, SStG i.u.s.* 61, cap. II.

See also Kallfelz, *Das Standesethos* cit., pp. 69-70.

Widukind, *Rerum gestarum liber II*, MGH, SStG i.u.s. 60, cap. II.

Kallfelz, *Das Standesethos* cit., libe 2, cap. XXXVI.

Ruin, *Vita Brunonis*, in I. Schmale-Ott (ed.), *MGH, SStG n.s.* 10, cap. 8. *Nullum autem hoc egit supercilium, set cum domestico lepore, tum urbana gravitate* (This he did with with no arrogance, but with courtly grace and urbane gravity).

Ruin, *Vita Brunonis* cit., cap. 29: *Unde si quando suis coactus quodammodo reddidit, quod non debuit, excessum nunc medium fletu plurumque largiore detersit* [If from time to time he was forced to make concessions in some measure, which he should not have done, he wiped out this little slip by weeping more and more]. Archbishop Adalbert acted quite differently: *Itaque tam in bono, si misertus est, quam in malo, si iratus est, in utroque mensuram excedit* [So he regularly exceeded the right degree, in a good
way when he took care of others, in a bad way when his anger grew], von Bremen, *Gesta hambilagensis ecclesiae Pontificum* cit., in B. Schneider (ed.), *MGH*, SSrG 2, cap. XXXVII.


21 Thegan, *Gesta Hludowici Imperatoris*, in E. Tremp (ed.), *MGH*, SSrg i.u.s. 64, cap. 12, 19. Cf. Innes, ‘He never even allowed his white teeth to be bared in laughter’ cit., pp. 131-156.
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